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ABSTRACT
Trusted execution environment (TEE) technology has found many
applications in mitigating various security risks in an efficient man-
ner, which is attractive for critical infrastructure protection. First,
the natural of critical infrastructure requires it to be well protected
from various cyber attacks. Second, performance is usually impor-
tant for critical infrastructure and it cannot afford an expensive
protection mechanism. While a large number of TEE-based critical
infrastructure protection systems have been proposed to address
various security challenges (e.g., secure sensing and reliable con-
trol), most existing works ignore one important feature, i.e., devices
comprised the critical infrastructure may be equipped with multiple
incompatible TEE technologies and belongs to different owners.
This feature makes it hard for these devices to establish mutual
trust and form a unified TEE environment. To address these chal-
lenges and fully unleash the potential of TEE technology for critical
infrastructure protection, we propose DHTee, a decentralized coor-
dination mechanism. DHTee uses blockchain technology to support
key TEE functions in a heterogeneous TEE environment, especially
the attestation service. A Device equipped with one TEE can inter-
act securely with the blockchain to verify whether another potential
collaborating device claiming to have a different TEE meets the
security requirements. DHTee is also flexible and can support new
TEE schemes without affecting devices using existing TEEs that
have been supported by the system.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Systems security; • Applied com-
puting→ Computers in other domains.

KEYWORDS
trusted execution environment, heterogeneous system, decentral-
ization, critical infrastructure protection

1 INTRODUCTION
Most modern critical infrastructures heavily rely on ICTs (infor-
mation and communication technologies) to support their daily
operations and provide uninterrupted services [13, 29]. The un-
derlying ICT system can greatly improve the efficiency of a crit-
ical infrastructure, e.g., collecting information using IoT devices
to monitor the status of major components and automating the
operation in a precise manner. While enjoying all the benefits, the
deep integration with ICT also brings new security challenges to
the critical infrastructures, e.g., valuable data collected to support
the infrastructure can be leaked [11], the control software can be
compromised [1], and many other cyber-based attacks that can
disrupt the normal operation [25].

Various techniques have been developed to mitigate these secu-
rity/privacy concerns and protect the critical infrastructure from
cyber attacks. For instance, communication encryption, malware
detection and prevention, intrusion detection, and many other clas-
sical IT system protection mechanisms are used to enhance the
robustness of critical infrastructure against cyber attacks. Most of
these methods focus on specific risks and try to fix known security
issues. While these methods have been proved to be effective for
the designed purposes, they are not general and usually cannot
handle new attacks.

The trusted execution environment (TEE) technology provides
another option to improve the cybersecurity posture of critical
infrastructures. TEE relies on specific hardware to reduce the attack
surface and prevent both existing and future risks, and provides a
favorable balance among performance, functionality, and security
assumptions. Specifically, a device equipped with TEE is capable of
offering security protection for a wide range of applications. and
its security primarily depends on the trustworthiness of a small
piece of hardware (usually the CPU) and a secret key stored with
the hardware1. Several works have been done on leveraging TEE
for critical infrastructure protection [6, 16, 23].

1Here we do not consider risks such as side-channel attacks and hardware vulnerability.
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Currently, all major processor vendors have their own TEE solu-
tions, including Intel SGX [10], AMD SEV [7], ARM TrustZone [3],
and Nvidia H100 GPU TEE [8]. Multiple TEE solutions are also de-
veloped for open-source RISC-V ISA [14]. Although these schemes
follow the same design principles and have the same set of major
components (i.e., isolation component and attestation component),
they also have their own protocols and software stacks, which make
it hard for them to interact with each others directly. For example, if
an IoT device equipped with TrustZone needs to send collected data
to another component of the critical infrastructure for processing,
which has servers with multiple TEE solutions, it is hard to build an
end-to-end protection environment using TEE technology because
they cannot work with each other. Even for devices using the same
TEE technology, they may still not be able to work together. The
reason is that an organization can set up its attestation service
with its own root-of-trust to support all its own devices with TEE
capability [22], but this attestation service cannot recognize devices
belong to other organizations (e.g., using different root-of-trusts).

A modern critical infrastructure is usually very complex and
can involve devices from multiple parties, the fragmentation of
of the TEE ecosystem makes it hard to deploy a heterogeneous
TEE system for protection. Although there are several efforts on
standardizing TEE, it is very unlikely one of them will dominate
the market in a short term of period. A straightforward approach to
enable heterogeneous TEE is to modify each device to add support
for other devices’ TEE systems (either a different TEE scheme or a
different root-of-trust). However, this approach is not scalable as
each device needs to support all TEE schemes used in the critical
infrastructure. Furthermore, when a device with a new type of TEE
system/root-of-trust joins, all existing devices need to be updated.

To overcome these limitations and further unleash the potential
of TEE technology for critical infrastructure protection, we propose
DHTee, which utilizes blockchain as the coordination and storage
backbone to support the inter-operation of devices with different
TEE technology/root-of-trust. Assume multiple parties own and
manage all ICT devices used in a critical infrastructure, these parties
run a group of nodes to maintain a blockchain system together. This
blockchain works as a translator to convert TEE-related messages in
different formats to a common form. For each device, we add a new
component to interact with the blockchain and interpret the new
common TEE message formats. When a new type of TEE scheme
is introduced, only the blockchain system needs to be updated and
will not affect existing devices. DHTee brings several benefits:

• It offers a unified framework to support heterogeneous a
TEE system, which is attractive for complicated critical
infrastructures protection;

• It reduces the system management complexity and can be
easily extended to support new TEE schemes;

• It eliminates the single point of failure in the attestation
process; and

• It protects information stored on the blockchain without
affecting the function to support heterogeneous TEEs.

In summary, our contributions in the paper include:
• We clarify the essential requirements on the design of a

heterogeneous TEE system, especially for the scenario of
critical infrastructure protection;

• We propose a detailed design of DHTee that leverages
blockchain technology to support the collaboration of mul-
tiple TEE schemes with multiple root-of-trusts; and

• Detailed analysis and evaluations are done to demonstrate
the security and practicability of DHTee.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives
a quick review of the background of TEE. Section 3 describes the
high-level architecture of DHTee and the detailed design of DHTee
is provided in Section 4. Analysis and evaluation of DHTee are
presented in Section 6. Section 7 reviews relatedworks.We conclude
the paper and discuss future works in Section 8.

2 BACKGROUND OF TEE
Hardware-based trusted execution environment (TEE) provides an
effective and general mechanism to secure computation tasks. In
the remainder of the paper, when we use the term device, it means
a computation device equipped with a TEE mechanism. A TEE
usually offers two basic functions: isolation and attestation.

• Isolation. An isolation mechanism creates a separate envi-
ronment for a program to run and prevents other programs
from intercepting or affecting its execution. Isolation is a
local protection mechanism and its implementation detail
does not affect other devices collaborating with it. There-
fore, the difference in isolation mechanisms is not a barrier
to heterogeneous TEE construction. Note that isolation it-
self is not enough to build a TEE, because a remote user
cannot verify whether it is interacting with a legitimate
device equipped with TEE before sending its application to
the device.

• Attestation. The attestation function allows one party to
verify the execution environment of a remote device, i.e.,
whether the device is equipped with legitimate hardware
and running expected software. The attestation process is
usually coupled with a key exchange protocol. If the attesta-
tion succeeds, both parties also share a secret, which is used
to protect future communication. Because TEE provides an
isolation mechanism, involved parties do not need to worry
about the leakage of the shared secret key.

Another key concept related to TEE technology is root-of-trust,
which can also cause issues for inter-operations. The root-of-trust is
an entity who is authorized to issue identities to TEE hardware, and
these identities will be used to support other TEE related operations,
especially the attestation. In practice, the root-of-trust can be a
public/private key pair managed by the vendor/owner, which is
similar to the public/private key owned by a certificate authority
(CA) of a PKI, i.e., the private key is used to issue certificates for
TEEs, and the public key is distributed for others to verify the
certificate.

Different hardware vendors usually have their own attestation
protocols, and even the same vendor may support multiple attesta-
tion protocols for their products. These attestation protocols share
a similar abstract model, which is summarized in Figure 1. Two
devices Device 1 (denoted as 𝐷1) and Device 2 (denoted as 𝐷2) be-
long to the same owner (i.e., sharing the same root-of-trust) and
support the same attestation protocol and both register with the
Attestation Service (𝐴𝑆) before they can verify each other. Without
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3. Attestation
Response Verification

2. Attestation
Response

D1 D2

Attestation 

Service

1. Attestation
Request

Figure 1: The abstract model of attestation protocol. 𝐷2 uti-
lizes the attestation protocol to verify 𝐷1. If attestation suc-
ceeds, both devices also obtain a shared secret key through a
key agreement protocol nested within the attestation process.
They can use the shared secret key to exchange information
safely after the attestation.

loss of generality, Figure 1 only considers one-way attestation, i.e.,
𝐷2 verifies whether 𝐷1 has a claimed TEE running. They can run
the same protocol in the other direction to achieve mutual attesta-
tion. Each device has a public/private key pair (𝑝𝑘𝐷1 , 𝑠𝑘𝐷1 ), where
the private key is kept inside the device in a secure manner, and
the public key is registered to the attestation service. A device also
keeps a copy of the public key of the attestation service to verify
the authenticity of messages the service creates.

To verify the execution environment of 𝐷1, a pre-configured
program in 𝐷1 measures the target environment creates an attes-
tation report of the environment, and signs the report with the
private key 𝑠𝑘𝐷1 . Both the report and signature are then sent to 𝐷2,
but 𝐷2 cannot verify the signature directly as it does not manage
all registered devices and corresponding public keys. Instead, 𝐷2
forwards received information to𝐴𝑆 to process.𝐴𝑆 uses previously
registered public key 𝑝𝑘𝐷1 to verify whether the received report and
signature are consistent and notifies 𝐷2 of the verification result.
𝐷2 has a copy of 𝐴𝑆’s public key, so it can verify the authenticity
of the received result.

3 OVERVIEW OF DHTEE
This section provides an overview of DHTee and outlines its design
goals.

3.1 Major Participants
Here we focus on those components that are related to TEE but
ignore others involved in a critical infrastructure. Figure 2 provides
an overview of the abstract structure of DHTee, and there are
mainly two types of participants involved:

• Devices. The system involves a large number of computation
devices, and each of them is equipped with a TEE. Multiple
devices need to work together to finish a computing task
in a secure manner, i.e., the computation results produced
by TEEs of different devices are exchanged securely but the
information will not be leaked to a non-TEE device unless
it is the task’s requirement. These devices use different TEE
solutions, and they are owned and managed by different
entities.

• Blockchain. The other important component is the blockchain
system, which works as the coordinator between the de-
vices and offers attestation services. Nodes of the blockchain
run a consensus protocol to make various decisions on the
system’s operation. Although some nodes of the blockchain

Device 1

Blockchain System

Device 2

Device 3 Device 4

Mutual-trust established
Blockchain-device interactions

Storage of 
Supporting Data

Task 
Scheduler

Figure 2:High level architecture of DHTee. Each computation
device has its own TEE hardware and protocols. These TEE
schemes are not compatible with each other for different
reasons. When two devices need to collaborate to finish a
computation task, they establish mutual trust with the help
of the blockchain system and TEE schemes, i.e., the devices
verify each other’s execution environment even if they use
different TEE schemes, and establish a shared secret key
for information exchange. After mutual trust is established,
the two devices can interact directly without relying on the
blockchain.

can be compromised, a device always trusts the decisions
made through the consensus protocol and stored on the
ledger. The nature of our application requires that only
authorized nodes are allowed to maintain the blockchain.
Therefore, the blockchain is permissioned and each node
has an identity (in the form of a public/private key pair).

Besides the blockchain and devices, there are two other partic-
ipants (as shown on top of Figure 2), the task scheduler and the
storage of supporting data.

• The task scheduler helps allocate adequate devices for com-
putation tasks based on the requirements of the tasks and
the device-supported features. The task scheduler is not
trusted and may schedule a malicious device for tasks. Note
that the task scheduler is not an essential part of DHTee,
and its functions can also be implemented as part of the
blockchain and/or the devices. For instance, when a de-
vice needs to collaborate with another device, it sends a
request directly to that device if it has its identity. In case
the device only knows the requirements but does not have
the address/identity of the target device, it relies on the
task scheduler to select one. In the context of critical infras-
tructure, it is also possible that the task assignments are
pre-determined, and this participant is not necessary.

• The storage of supporting data manages information that
is necessary for DHTee operations. In practice, it can be
implemented as either a centralized or a decentralized man-
ner. Integrity tags (e.g., hash values) of supporting data can
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be stored on the blockchain to prevent unauthorized modi-
fication of the key data. The concrete information managed
by this participant is discussed in later sections.

3.2 Assumptions and Design Goals of DHTee
Design goals of DHTee. DHTee is designed to support the inter-
operation of heterogeneous TEE schemes, and devices of the same
TEE but managed by different entities. Concretely, the design goals
of DHTee include:

• Multiple devices with different TEEs can collaborate to
provide a unified trusted execution environment to finish a
computation task;

• Devices with new TEEs can be added to DHTee easily to
work with existing devices, and existing devices do not
need to be modified; and

• The unified TEE created by DHTee can offer all security
features supported by a typical TEE scheme.

Technical challenges of DHTee. There are two major challenges
for DHTee to support a heterogeneous TEE system and achieve the
design goals, both of which are related to the remote attestation
process.

• Compatibility of the root of trust. A TEE is identified by a
public/private key pair, which is issued and endorsed by a
corresponding root-of-trust (RoT). However, two identities
issued by different RoTs for two TEEs cannot be recognized
by the other device. Therefore, they cannot establish mutual
trust.

• Compatibility of data formats. A TEE solution has its own
format to describe the execution environment (e.g., soft-
ware stack and hardware information), which is used for
attestation reports. Two devices equipped with different
TEEs cannot understand each other’s attestation report.

Assumptions. The design of DHTee relies on several assumptions,
which are summarized as follows:

• Permissioned blockchain. The blockchain stores various de-
vice information and only permissioned blockchain is con-
sidered in the design of DHTee.

• Attribute equivalence. The attestation report of a TEE con-
sists of a sequence of software/hardware attributes. Al-
though a TEE scheme uses its own language to describe
these attributes, we assume there exist a set of equivalent
relationships between attributes of different TEE schemes.
For instance, two attributes that represent the same soft-
ware on different hardware platforms are equivalent.
• Common cryptographic suites. All participating devices sup-

port certain cryptographic tools, including symmetric en-
cryption (e.g., AES with a secure operation mode) and key
exchange (e.g., Diffie-Hellman key exchange). This assump-
tion is necessary as two participants need to exchange in-
formation directly in a secure manner after mutual trust is
established.

• Simplified TEE key architecture. A TEE scheme can have
a complex key derivation architecture, i.e., multiple pub-
lic/private key pairs are derived from various sources of
the device and used for different purposes. The concrete

key derivation mechanism does not affect the operation of
DHTee and for simplicity, we assume a device uses a single
key pair for various purposes, including identification and
attestation endorsement.

4 DETAILED DESIGN OF DHTEE
This section presents the detailed design of DHTee. Without loss of
generality, we consider the situation that two heterogeneous TEEs
collaborate with the help of DHTee, and the scheme can be easily
extended to the case of an arbitrary number of devices and types.

4.1 Supporting Data Structures
DHTee utilizes the following key data structures to support a het-
erogeneous TEE system.

• Device registration information. As discussed in Section 2,
a device has a public/private key pair assigned to its TEE,
where the private key is kept securely inside the device
TEE and the public key is registered to the system. Most
existing TEE solutions store public key information in a
centralized system. For DHTee, this information is stored
on the blockchain, i.e., each node of the blockchain keeps a
copy of the public keys of all registered devices. Detailed
registration/enrollment protocol is described in Section 4.3.

• Environment attribute description and equivalent relation-
ship.An attestation report includes information on the hard-
ware and software that is involved in the construction of
an isolated execution environment. DHTee maintains a
database containing two types of records:
– Records of attributes. This type of record save soft-

ware/hardware attributes of all supported TEE schemes.
– Records of attribute equivalence. Based on the assump-

tions given in Section 3.2, some attributes from differ-
ent TEE schemes are equivalent. This type of record
stores such equivalence information.

In practice, these two types of records can be kept in the
same data structure. For instance, for each software/hardware
attribute, DHTee creates a tuple, which includes a unique
identity number, and a list of equivalent software/hardware
attributes. The tuples can either be stored on-chain or off-
chain, as long as all blockchain nodes reach a consensus on
existing tuples.

• Common attestation report verification result. According to
the design of DHTee, all participating devices go to the
blockchain-based attestation service to obtain attestation
report verification results. DHTee defines a common format
for the verification result, and all devices in the system need
to support such format.

4.2 Attestation Protocol of DHTee
Attestation is the fundamental component that supports most other
operations of DHTee. The attestation scheme of DHTee consists of
the following sub-protocols:

• AttRqst(). A device uses the AttRqst() algorithm to cre-
ate a request to verify the execution environment of another
device, which it needs to collaborate with to finish a com-
putation task.
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• AttGen(). A device uses the AttGen() algorithm to cre-
ate an attestation report and submit it to the blockchain-
based attestation service in response to a request created
by AttRqst().

• AttConVrfy(). The blockchain nodes run the AttConVrfy()
algorithm together to first verify the validity of a received
attestation report created by AttGen() and convert the
result to the common attestation report format.

• AttVrfy(). A device uses the AttVrfy() algorithm to in-
teract with the blockchain system to obtain and process the
verification result stored on the blockchain.

In the following, we describe the concrete construction of each
sub-protocol. Without loss of generality, we assume device 𝐷2
wants to verify the execution environment of device 𝐷1, and they
support different TEE schemes.

AttRqst(). 𝐷2 runs AttRqst() to create the request to verify the
execution environment of another device 𝐷1, which is in the fol-
lowing form:

rqst𝐷1
← (lst, id𝐷2 , 𝜎

rqst
D2
) . (1)

Here lst is a list of software/hardware attributes that 𝐷2 needs from
another device to finish the computation task, id𝐷2 is the identity
of 𝐷2, and 𝜎

rqst
𝐷2

is the digital signature of 𝐷2 on the request.
The request rqst𝐷1

needs to be sent to the corresponding device,
which can then respond to the request. There are two cases:

• Case 1. If 𝐷2 knows the identity of the device it wants to
collaborate, e.g., a device with identity id𝐷1 , then id𝐷1 is
included in the attributes list lst. After the transaction is
accepted by the blockchain, the corresponding request is
either forwarded to the device 𝐷1 by a blockchain node or
retrieved by the device 𝐷1 directly.

• Case 2. For certain scenarios, e.g., the cloud environment,
𝐷2 may not know the identity of the device that it needs
to work with, but only has the requirements for the device
(described in lst). In this case, a dedicated scheduler (i.e.,
task scheduler in Figure 2) is responsible for finding a device
that meets the requirements of the given request.

For Case 2, it is possible that the task scheduler is malicious
according to the security assumption, and it can select the wrong
device for 𝐷2 to work with. This is not a concern as DHTee will
help 𝐷2 to verify the response in a later stage.

AttGen(). Without loss of generality, we assume the device 𝐷1
receives the request rqst𝐷1

created in the previous sub-protocol. 𝐷1
runs AttGen() to create an attestation report of its local environ-
ment for the request from 𝐷2, which is given in Equation (2).

With the request (rqst𝐷1
from 𝐷2), AttGen() calls the native

attestation report generation mechanism of 𝐷1 to generate an at-
testation of the created environment, which is denoted as:

(rptnatv, 𝑘𝐷1 , id𝐷2 , 𝜎𝐷1 ), (2)

In Equation (2), rptnatv is the attestation report consisting of mul-
tiple attributes, and each attribute is registered to DHTee; 𝑘𝐷1 is
the value selected by 𝐷1 for key agreement; id𝐷2 is the identity of
the requester; and 𝜎𝐷1 is the signature of the previous parts of the

message generated with 𝐷1’s private key for attestation report au-
thentication. The created attestation report is sent to the blockchain
component of DHTee for further processing.
AttConVrfy(). A blockchain node 𝑏𝑛 runs AttConVrfy() to pro-
cess the receivedmessage described in Equation (2). Since the device
𝐷1 that creates the attestation message is registered to DHTee, 𝑏𝑛
has a copy of 𝐷1’s public key 𝑝𝑘𝐷1 for attestation verification. 𝑏𝑛
verifies two facts:

• The attestation report is valid. This is done by verifying the
attached digital signature of the attestation report; and

• The environment provided by 𝐷1 (described in the attesta-
tion report) meets the requirements of 𝐷2 (described in the
attributes list). This is done by comparing lst with rptnatv .
Note that the blockchain nodes have the knowledge of at-
tributes equivalence in different environments, and 𝑏𝑛 can
decide whether rptnatv meets the requirements given in lst
even if they are for two different types of devices.

The blockchain node 𝑏𝑛 creates a transaction on the verification
result. Similar to other blockchain systems, 𝑏𝑛 broadcasts the trans-
action to other nodes of the blockchain. All nodes of the blockchain
run the consensus protocol to determine whether to include the
transaction in the blockchain. Unlike most existing TEE schemes,
the blockchain does not actively notify 𝐷2 on the verification result,
but only stores the transformed verification information on the
blockchain.
AttVrfy(). As described in Section 3, 𝐷2 does not know the TEE
scheme of 𝐷1, but trusts the result accepted on the blockchain. 𝐷2
runs the AttVrfy() sub-protocol to interact with the blockchain to
obtain the verification result of the execution environment provided
by 𝐷1, which consists of the following major steps:

• Obtaining and verifying the corresponding verification re-
sult. After AttVrfy() detects the related transaction is
posted on the blockchain, it obtains a copy of the transac-
tion from the blockchain. Based on the security assumption,
𝐷2 trusts the result stored on the blockchain, i.e., whether
the environment provided by 𝐷1 meets its requirements.
Detailed design of interacting with the blockchain is pro-
vided in Section 4.4.

• Establishing a secure connection. If the verification result is
positive, 𝐷2 can start to build a secure connection with 𝐷1,
which can be done in different ways. For instance, running
the attestation protocol in the other direction to pass a key
agreement input to 𝐷1.

4.3 Device Enrollment
In the attestation protocol of DHTee, we assume participating de-
vices are enrolled in DHTee and each blockchain node has a copy
of its public key used for attestation report verification. There are
two ways to enroll a device:

• The first way of enrollment relies on the device vendor.
Some TEE schemes support third-party attestation services,
such as the Intel DCAP [20]. For such a TEE scheme, the
vendor works as the root-of-trust (i.e., it contributes to the
device TEE root key pair generation and maintains a copy
of the public key) and shares the public key with the third
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party. In DHTee, the vendor signs the device attestation
public key and shares both messages with blockchain nodes.
A blockchain node keeps a copy of the vendor’s public key
and verifies the signature of the device key before accepting
it.

• The second way of enrollment requires a blockchain node
to interact with the device directly to obtain the key ma-
terial without going through the network. Xu et. al. [28]
proposed to pass a device to multiple parties physically to
allow them to build the attestation key pair in a collabo-
rative/decentralized way. The same idea can be applied to
help the blockchain nodes to obtain a device’s attestation
public key. By physically connecting to the device, the pub-
lic key is passed to the node without relying on a third
party to authenticate it.

The first approach requires the TEE scheme to support third-party
attestation. The second approach supports the construction of a
decentralized root of trust, but requires the device hardware to offer
an interface for attestation public key export and is more expensive
in practice. The enrollment mechanism is relatively independent of
other parts of DHTee, and DHTee can support both device enroll-
ment methods to allow interactions between different types of TEE
schemes.

4.4 Device-Blockchain Interactions
The blockchain works as the bridge between 𝐷1 and 𝐷2, and both
of them need to interact with the blockchain in order to establish
mutual trust. The blockchain is a decentralized system, and it is only
trusted as a whole, i.e., some nodes may not follow the pre-defined
protocols and provide wrong information. The design of the under-
lying blockchain, especially the consensus protocol, affects the way
to protect the interactions between a device and the blockchain.
Sending transactions to the blockchain. It is relatively easy for a
device to send a transaction (e.g., attestation request and attestation
report) to the blockchain. The device keeps a list of blockchain node
addresses. When it generates a transaction, it either multicasts it to
all nodes on the list or tries to send it to them sequentially if a node
does not respond within a time frame. As long as the blockchain
as a whole is trusted, the device can reach some honest nodes, and
the transaction is processed correctly. At the same time, invalid
transactions are rejected by the blockchain consensus mechanism.
Obtaining information from the blockchain. A participating
device is only interested in transactions that are related to it, and it
is a waste of resources for the device to keep a copy of the whole
blockchain. Furthermore, a device can be an IoT device with limited
storage capacity. Therefore, a device does not participate in the
maintenance of the blockchain. On the other hand, the device must
be able to verify whether a transaction has been accepted by the
blockchain because a malicious blockchain node may try to cheat
the device by providing invalid transactions to it. Depending on
the underlying blockchain, DHTee uses different methods to guar-
antee that the device obtains transactions from the blockchain in a
reliable manner. For instance, if the blockchain is built using proof-
of-work and the longest-chain principle (e.g., Bitcoin), a device only
accepts a block if there are more than a certain number of blocks
have been added after it. As DHTee considers only permissioned

blockchain, more efficient blockchain schemes can be utilized, such
as those based on BFT and proof-of-authority (PoA). If a BFT-based
blockchain (e.g., [15]) or a PoA-based blockchain (e.g., [24]) is used,
the device can interact with blockchain nodes participating in the
BFT or the authority nodes to determine whether a block has been
accepted by the blockchain.

4.5 Adding Support of New TEE Scheme
A naive approach to enable inter-operation between two differ-
ent TEE schemes is to add an extra support component to one of
them. This new component can work as a proxy to translate in-
bound/outbound messages to enable the collaboration. The major
issue with this approach is scalability. Every time a new type of
TEE scheme is introduced, all existing devices have to update to
support the new scheme.

DHTee addresses this issue by shifting all translation jobs to the
blockchain. To add a new TEE scheme to DHTee, we do not need
to modify information/configuration of any existing TEE schemes.
DHTee uses the following steps to add support for a new TEE
scheme:

(1) Adding the attributes (e.g., information about the software
stack and cryptographic algorithms suit) for the new en-
vironment description, and establishing their equivalence
information with existing attributes of other TEEs;

(2) Adding necessary algorithms (e.g., digital signature verifi-
cation) that are needed to verify the attestation report of
the new TEE scheme.

After these two steps are done, devices with the new TEE scheme
can register to DHTee and interact with existing devices.

4.6 DHTee Client
To support interactions with the DHTee blockchain and other
trusted execution environments, each device participating DHTee
runs a small client in its local TEE together with the concrete ap-
plication. This client is mainly responsible for interacting with the
blockchain, including:

• Interactingwith the blockchain. The client prepares/submits
transactions to the blockchain, and retrieves/verifies trans-
actions from the blockchain;

• Processing transactions. From a security perspective, the
processing of transactions mainly consists of two tasks,
i.e., verification of digital signatures (verifying attestation
results provided by the blockchain) and running key agree-
ment protocols (establishing secure communication chan-
nels with remote devices).

5 A USE CASE OF DHTEE
This section presents the detailed interactions between two ma-
chines using different TEE schemes to leverage DHTee to establish
mutual trust. Without loss of generality, we consider a machine
with Intel SGX (denoted as 𝐷2) and a machine with AMD SEV (de-
noted as 𝐷1), and the Intel SGX machine 𝐷2 initializes the process.
We also assume 𝐷2 knows the identity of 𝐷1 in advance.

DHTee relies on existing TEE APIs to finish the task, and we
summarize the major APIs of both platforms in Table 1.
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Table 1: The major APIs of Intel SGX and AMD SEV TEE.

Platform Function Instruction Description
Intel Enclave Ini-

tialization
ECREATE Create an en-

clave
EINIT Initialize an en-

clave
EENTER Enter an en-

clave
Generate
Crypto-
graphic Keys

EGETKEY Create a crypto-
graphic key

EREPORT Create a crypto-
graphic report

EEXIT Exit an enclave
AMD Enclave Ini-

tialization
INIT Create an en-

clave
INIT_EX Initialize an en-

clave
ATTESTATON Create a crypto-

graphic key
EREPORT Create a crypto-

graphic report

The detailed interactions between 𝐷1 and 𝐷2 are as follows:

(1) The Intel SGX machine 𝐷2 runs AttRqst() to create the
request to verify the execution environment of the AMD
device 𝐷1. AttRqst() is implemented with the following
API calls and operations:
• 𝐷2 calls ECREAT and EINIT to create a local trusted ex-

ecution environment to prepare for later interactions;
• 𝐷2 loads DHTee client code into the enclave, which

is used to create the request (the format is described
in Equation (1)) to verify an execution environment of
𝐷1;

• The created request is sent to the blockchain of DHTee,
and the blockchain forwards the request to 𝐷1.

(2) The AMD SEV machine 𝐷1 runs AttGen() to create an
attestation report. AttGen() is implemented with the fol-
lowing API calls and operations:
• If 𝐷1 does not have an active trusted execution envi-

ronment running the DHTee client, it runs INIT and
INIT_EX to create one and loads the client;

• 𝐷1 then runs the attestation generation API EREPORT
to create a report (the attestation report also includes
key agreement information);

• The attestation report is then returned to the blockchain
for further processing.

(3) The DHTee blockchain runs AttConVrfy() to process the
attestation report received from 𝐷1. Note that AMD SEV
does not have a dedicated API for attestation report verifica-
tion, and AttConVrfy() is implemented with the following
API calls and operations:
• The blockchain node contacts the AMD key server to

obtain necessary certificates. In the current SEV design,

the AMDKey Server provides means to retrieve a CPU-
specific CEK certificate for a given platform ID [2],
which serves as the root certificate.
• The blockchain node verifies the certificates chain and

extracts the public key for 𝐷1 in a reliable way, and
uses it to verify the digital signature of the attestation
report received from 𝐷1;

• If all verifications succeed, the blockchain node con-
verts the attestation report (together with key agree-
ment information) to the DHTee format that can be
consumed by 𝐷2 (through the DHTee client).

(4) The Intel SGX machine 𝐷2 runs AttVrfy() to finish the
attestation of 𝐷1. This is done by the DHTee client loaded
into its own trusted execution environment.

6 ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
This section analyzes the security features of DHTee and evaluates
its performance.

6.1 Security Analysis
Compared with existing TEE schemes that work for the same type
of devices, DHTee mainly modifies three places in the TEE design:
enrollment, the attestation report verification, and verification of
the verification result. Assuming all existing TEE schemes involved
in DHTee are secure, we only need to argue that these modifications
do not introduce new vulnerabilities.

Security of the enrollment. Device enrollment is the process of
registering the public key for attestation to each blockchain node,
and DHTee supports two device enrollment methods.

• Obtaining public key from the vendor. Assuming the device
vendor is honest and supports third-party attestation ser-
vice, an honest blockchain node can obtain the attestation
public key correctly, as this protocol is equivalent to setting
up a third-party attestation service.

• Physically obtaining the device attestation public key. As
long as the device hardware is correctly implemented (e.g.,
without trojan and backdoor), the blockchain node can
safely extract the public key from the device directly through
a physical connection. Unless an adversary can control this
physical connection, it is hard for the attacker compromis-
ing this process.

Security of attestation report verification. The attestation re-
port created by a device is submitted to the blockchain for veri-
fication. As each blockchain node has the public key associated
with the digital signature on the attestation report, it can verify the
validity of the report by checking the associated digital signature.
The blockchain as a whole is trusted, and the consensus mecha-
nism guarantees that only the correct attestation report verification
result is included in the blockchain.

Security of the verification result. For a classical TEE scheme, the
device obtains the result from the attestation service and verifies its
digital signature on the result. With DHTee, the major difference is
that the device fetches the result directly from the blockchain, which
is a distributed system. With the method described in Section 4.4,
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Figure 3: Blockchain related performance. The x-axis is the transaction submission rate (transactions/second), and the y-axis is
the corresponding performance metric.

DHTee guarantees that a transaction the device obtained has been
included in the blockchain.

In summary, DHTee achieves the design goals of supporting
heterogeneous TEE without sacrificing security. Furthermore, as
DHTee utilizes a blockchain with multiple nodes in the verification
of an attestation report, it avoids the potential single point of failure
of the attestation service and is more robust even if the system only
has devices of the same type of TEE.

6.2 Performance and Cost Evaluation
The performance and cost of DHTee are considered at two levels,
device level and system level. At the device level, the extra cost is
mainly related to obtaining attestation verification results from the
blockchain, which usually involves a couple of digital signature
verifications depending on the underlying blockchain. At the system
level, the heaviest part is the blockchain operations, especially
AttConVrfy(), which requires the blockchain to verify an incoming
attestation report and store the converted result.

To evaluate the performance, Hyperledger Besu (Ethereum) [19]
with four-nodes IBFT consensus protocol [18] is used. The hard-
ware platform for the evaluation is a Ubuntu server with an Intel
Xeon CPU E5-2620 v4 (8 Cores, 16 Threads) and 128 GB memory.
We conduct two experiments. In the first experiment, we submit
plain transactions to the blockchain. In the second experiment,
AttConVrfy() is added as part of the transaction processing pro-
cedure. Experiment results are summarized in Figure 3, where the
left figure shows latency data and the right one shows throughput
data. It can be seen that adding AttVrfy() does not change the
performance of the underlying blockchain system significantly.

7 RELATEDWORKS
This section reviews works that are related to the design of DHTee.
Blockchain and TEE. There are mainly two research directions
on the integration of blockchain and TEE. The first direction is

applying TEE technology for blockchain and its application. Many
works are done on using TEE for efficient blockchain construc-
tion [9, 26]. As a hardware-based isolation mechanism, TEE is also
used to improve the security and privacy of blockchain-based appli-
cations [5, 17, 30, 31]. The second direction is applying blockchain
technology to improve TEE. Xu et.al. proposed to use blockchain to
build decentralized root-of-trust [28]. Neither direction considers
the problem of supporting heterogeneous TEE schemes.
Protection of heterogeneous computation environment. To
tackle challenging computation tasks, it is attractive to use mul-
tiple types of computation devices. When the task is sensitive, it
is a natural idea to use TEE to protect it from both external and
internal adversaries. Most existing works mainly rely on the TEE
of a single type of device to carry out the computation in a se-
cure manner. For instance, HETEE divides the task into sensitive
and non-sensitive parts. Sensitive sub-tasks are executed on CPUs
with TEE and non-sensitive sub-tasks are scheduled to GPUs in the
same rack to improve performance [32]. There are also works that
consider supporting a fixed heterogeneous TEE system. Xia et.al.
proposed a heterogeneous TEE of Intel SGX and FPGA [27], and
ARM research developed Veracruz framework [4] that supports
Intel SGX, ARM TrustZone, ARM CCA and AWS Nitro. Compared
with these works, DHTee has the capability to support an arbitrary
set of TEE schemes and also considers the collaboration of multiple
entities who manage their own devices.
TEE for critical infrastructure protection. TEE finds a wide
range of applications to enhance the security of different types
of critical infrastructures, including trusted monitoring [12], se-
cure node construction [16]. There are also works that focus on
applying TEE technologies to improve critical infrastructure for
specific industries, like power grid management [23] and chemi-
cal storage [6]. Most of these works only consider the desirable
security features TEE offers and their applications in critical in-
frastructure, but ignore the challenges of using of different types
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of TEE solutions in the same system. Therefore, the decentralized
ledger-based heterogeneous TEE system proposed in this paper is
largely complementary

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Providing a unified and transparent TEE that includes various com-
putation devices is not only important to support various TEE-
based protection mechanisms for complex critical infrastructures,
but also useful for a large range of security-sensitive tasks that
require collaborations of multiple types of devices. The design of
DHTee addresses two major obstacles in the construction of a het-
erogeneous TEE, the incompatibility of different TEE protocols
and the lack of trustworthiness between different device owners
(i.e., multiple root-of-trusts) by utilizing the emerging blockchain
technology. Furthermore, DHTee minimizes the modification of
existing TEE schemes and only relies on a small set of assumptions.

For future works, we plan to conduct the following research and
development tasks:

• Implementing DHTee client in more TEE systems. This
work focuses on classical TEE systems and there are several
more emerging types of TEE will be considered, including
FPGA and GPU. These two types of computation devices
have been offered in the cloud environment and DHTee
can provide a unified TEE for a broad range of applications.

• Enhancing the privacy. Current design of DHTee focuses on
security and privacy is not considered, e.g., the blockchain
can learn the interaction history between participating com-
putation devices. Although some TEE systems support pri-
vacy preserving attestation (e.g., Intel EPID [21]), it cannot
be adopted directly by DHTee as other TEE systems may
not support it.

• Explore new applications. TEE has a wide range of potential
applications, including secure communication, data storage,
and smart contracts. In the future, it will be important to
continue exploring new ways that these systems can be
used to solve real-world problems and improve people’s
lives.
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